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of hard facts, striving for the highest welfare and the truest
happiness of man.
I find that I was exp'ected to say something more than I
was prepared to say respecting diphtheria, which is at this
time common in your city. I can only add that it should be
treated as an infectious disease, that so long as one well marked
case exists in any. locality there is danger to others. There is
no specific for its prevention or for its cure. Ceaseless and
untiring surveillance, with the use of all, recognized metlns
of disinfection are the only methods.
It is the every day commonplace, and common-sense, efforts
which succeed best. There is little opportunity for brilliant
strategy or sudden and startling effects. The end is public
good, and is best attained by ;.he use of the }peal and State
boards of health in their respective spheres of action. Individuals are practically helpless and families greatly weakened
in the struggle, without their help. United and intelligent
action will surely win. These boards are public servants, but
popular support, sympathy and hearty co-operation are their
strongest helpers.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON LIVING CELLS.
PROF. S. CALVIN, STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA .

Something like fifty year5 ago the microscope finally settled
the question in favor of the view that vegetable tissues are
made up of cells. A little later this was followed by the more
important generalization that all organic structures, whether
animal or vegetable, are constructed of similar microscopic
units. The so-called cell theory, that life resides only in cells
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or cellular structures, became at once the accepted doctrine
among students of biology; and yet years passed before the
essential structure of the cell was understood, and hence the
full significance of the theory and the facts that underlie it remained for a time unappreciated. It is only very recently that
these facts and their wonderful import have been so set in order as to exert an influence on the · thought of the public at
large with whom daily labors and cares and interests in other
directions preclude the possibility of keeping pace with scien ·
tific observations.

.

The cells of plants are usually small spaces· each enclosed
by a very definite and relatively dense wall. The earlier observers attached much importaace to the cell wall; it was easily enough seen, but the contents of the cell could be made out
only with difficulty. It remained for later investigators to
prove the nature and essential importance of the fluid matter
within the cell . It is this contained fluid to which biologists
now direct attention ; everything else is merely accessory. It
is here that life resides. This matter it is that assimilates f~od,
controls growth, and weaves for each cell the peculiar case or
covering that fits it to become a part of the particular tissue to
which it belongs. This matter has been called Protoplasm and
has been the subject of more than the usual amount of controversial bitterness and misunderstanding. While, however,
men who have never known more of the substance than the
name have attacked it with words and syllogisms and would
have denied its existence if they could, protoplasm has proceeded regularly and quietly with its work, transforming all
available material and unobtrusively weaving the tissues of life
in every nook and corner as well as over all the broad face of
nature. There is but one kind of living matter. Wherever
life-phenomena are manifested, whether in the simple vegetative growth of the tiniest plant or in the most complex func-
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tions of the highest animal, the manifestation is due to the energy of active, living protoplasm .
That the matter within the cells of plants is alive may 1)e
rendered obvious to ordinary microscopic observation. Among
the many species that have become standard for experiments
of this kind we may select some of the Charas-little plants
of very simple structure distributed everywhere in the fre.s h
waters of both continents. The cells are large and when
young have transparent walls through which we may watch
the living matter within; and I envy not the man who can look
unmoved upon the impressive sight that greets the eye of him
whose privilege it is to look into_ the inner recesses of these
tiny cells and note the wonderful activities therein displayed.
Billowy floods of protoplasm are seen pouring along one side
of the cell, across the end and down the other side, never
stopping for an instant but sweeping on and on in one continual round so long as the life of the cell continues. No one
can study the mo,·ement long without becoming convinced
that the matter flowing in that mysterious river is living matter and moves by virtue of energy inherent in itself. If ,..,.e
handle the little branch roughly in snipping it off and transferring it to the slide of the microscope, we will find that the
protoplasm is so far sensitive as to require some little time to
recover "from the shock; the movements will be sluggish or
even imperceptible at first and will attain their full vigor only
after the lapse of several minutes. When the cell wall in some
of the Charas is touched with a needle, we are told that the
current shrinks away at the point touched, withdrawing into
the interior and only resuming its original course after the
needle has been removed. But protoplasm is not only sensitive to shocks and the touch of irritating bodies, it is affected
by an.esthetics and poisons of every kind. We may administer a dose of chloroform to our bit of Chara, we may only
subject it to the influence of the vapor of chloroform, and the
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effect is almost instantly seen in the diminished energy of the
mo¥ement which grows slower and slower and soon stops altogether. If we are careful not to give too large a dose the effect
is only temporary, and activity begins again on supplying
fresh water and allowing a little time for the effect of the drug
to pass away. A little iodine solution may be run under the
cover glass and almost instantly the protoplasm, stained and
shrunken, lies lifeless within the cell. But it were needless to
detail experiments. The facts are that poisons destroy the
life of the cell; mild ancesthesia paralyzes its energies; an overdose of any ancesthetic produces effects from which the vital
forces are unable to recover.
But we are not left to such low forms as Chara for examples
of protopJasmic activity. In the same ponds that furnish
Chara there grow some pljints of much greater complexity of
structure and consequent higher standing, that exhibit similar movements in great perfection. In nearly every one of
the many cells in a leaf of Anacharis you will find living
streams moving .back and forth and bearing on their currents
the large chlorophyl bodies whereon the green color of the
plant depends. These colored granules sail along with great
deliberation', first to one end of the cell and then to the other;
but as the cells are ·relatively small the amplitude of the movement in either direction is necessarily limited. Perhaps the
grandest exhibition of the phenomenon we are considering is
to be seen in Vallisneria, a near relative of Anacharis with
long tape-like or grass-like leaves. Here the cells have attained a greater length and the protoplasm fairly pours along
in torrents of astonishing vigor.
Among terrestrial plants the stinging hairs of the nettle
have long supplied the English observers with beautiful illustrations of cell life, and the fine downy threads on the filaments
of spiderwort have rendered similar service to microscopists
on this side of the Atlantic. But that is not all. While it has
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become a kind of fashion to refer to the plants just mentioned
as affording ocular evidence of life in cells, it must be remembered that there are hundreds of others equally well prepared
to demonstrate the same thing. Hairs from the younger buds
of the potato, tomato, morning-glory, pumpkin and the whole
long list of hairy species, all exhibit the protoplasm in full
play; and it only needs a sufficient number of observations to
lead to the grand induction that hidden rivers of wonderful import are coursing round and round in the recesses of every living
vegetable cell. And if, on each and every one of these that
observation can reach, we try the experiments made upon
Chara, we will find them always attended with the same results. Whatever destroys life or suspends its manifestations
in the higher organisms produces its appropriate effect upon
these microscopic currents.
The plant cell may be torn, either accidentally or intentionally, and then it is frequently seen that the escaping protoplasm flows on for a time, first in one direction and then in
another, as if in no way disconcerted at finding itself free
from the case that had previously determined the limits of its
movements. To observe this wandering of liberated protoplasm the experiment is best made with Vaucheria or other low
forms of Algce. There are, however, multitudes of little
specks of protoplasm to be found everywhere habitually leading free and independent lives. They are never enclosed in
anything resembling the woody sack of an ordinary plant cell,
nor are they ever associated in groups to form anything like
organic tissues. They are never more than mere formless
specks of living matter that wander about on the bottom of
ponds or over the submerged parts of plants. The protopla,sm of these little bodies is perfectly fluid, scarcely more
dense than water and almost as homogeneous. When moving,
either in their nati\·c pond or on the slide of the microscope,
they are constantly changing shape from which fact they have
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derived. the name of Amcebre. Amceba deservedly ranks
among the most interesting of living creatures; for correct
views of vital phenomena the student of biology is immensely indebted to it. It may almost be said that the whole science of biology begins and ends with Amcebre.
Amceba is composed of matter that, either optically or
chemically, cannot be distinguished from that which constitutes the moving flood in the cells of Chara. \Ve would say
that it consists of homogeneous protoplasm, were it not that
protoplasm is never quite homogeneous. Minute, dark granules, that seem to be only denser particles of the same material, are distributed through it in greater or less abundance; and
somewhere in every protoplasmic mass we are sure to find a
relatively large spot of greater density than the rest, the nucleus. An:ceba is a· speck. of ordinary granular protoplasm
contain~ng a nucleus, but the same thing may be said of almost
every living cell.
Amceba, as has been said, is constantly changing shape and
these changes are accompanied l)y currents in the granular
protoplasm that, but for their want of constancy, would remind us strongly of what is seen in the closed cells of plants.
Blunt processes called pseudopods project from the margin of
the creature at different places, beginning as a mere bulging or
increase of convexity in the outline and growing in length and
width as the fluid substance of the body streams into them.
The currents change their direction with the formation of each
new pseudopod. When a process is withdrawn the matter
composing it simply flows back into the body and mingles with
the rest, and if a new one were to be formed immediately at
the sam~ place it is not at all probable that just the same set
of molecules would enter into its construction. Amceba is
not content to remain very long in one position, it changes
place as constantly as it changes shape. A large pseudopod
is formed on one side and the whole body streams into it~
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meanwhile the process is advanced a little farther, the rest of
the material follows, and so the creature travels about with a
movement that cannot be characterized by any of the ordinary terms descriptive of locomotion. It just flows along. A
drop of water gliding down an inclined surface and overcoming various minute obstacles might represent it approximately,
but there is the wide difference that the movements of Amreba
are self determined, and it flows up hill quite as readily as in
any other direction.
An active Amreba is sure to contain a greater or less number of foreign particles embedded in its substance. If we
have the patience to wa,tch long enough we will find that these
are taken with something like intention. Though often only
grains of sand, they are usually plant cells or minute animals
of some kind and constitute the Amreba's food. It must be
remembered that Amreba is only a little speck of fluid protoplasm without any distinction of parts. There is no mouth,
no alimentary canal, no proper locomotive or prehensile organs, no anything in fact; and when Amreba is ready to eat,
the part of the body nearest the food speck has only to flow
over and around it and the morsel is ingested-lodged in the
interior of the animal. As digestion proceeds we can watch
the changes taking place in the food. If it be an object consisting of nothing but protoplasm it is soon entirely dissolved
and assimilated; but if it be a plant cell with siliceous or cellulose case, it will be seen to change color; the protoplasmic
contents are absorbed and the empty shell is finally discarded
by what seems at some times a forcible effort, though usually
the creature only flows away and leaves it.
!'!ow, simple as Amreba is, the contact of foreign particles
with it.s .external surface starts a series of complex molecular
changes that always result in movements appropriate to the
circumstances. If it is something that will serve as food
which gives rise to the original stimulus, the liberated energy
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sets in motion the machinery by which that food may be captured and swallowed. The contact of another object may
cause the little creature to shrink into a passive motionless
sphere, while still another stimulus may dictate a retreat.
This simple living fluid, then, is endowed with some property
by which it perceives contact impressions, judges of their nature-if we may so speak-and transmits impulses of certain
kinds from one part of the body to another. The liberation
of energy produces contractions that become manifest in the
movements of the creature; and yet Amreba is just as destitute of muscles or nerves as it is of mouth or stomach. The
same protoplasm that digests and assimilates the embedded
plant cell re'ceives and transmits certain kinds of impulses and
manifests the property of contractility under proper conditions. But that is not all. This same protoplasm performs
the function of respiration, exchanging carbon dioxide for
oxygen; the work of secretion and excretion is also carried
on by it; and finally, by a process that for want of a better
term we designate as voluntary, it divides in two-a portion
being separated from the rest to become a new individual.
Such are some of the endowments of this wonderful substance
that makes up the body of Amreba. In such a fluid and apparently simple speck of matter we find the whole complex
machinery of life in full play, with every function adequately
performed.
Amreba may be taken as the type of living cells. However much such cells may be combined, whatever the character
of the tissue into which they are woven, they are essentially
Amreba! that have undergone more or less modification. In
Chara, for example, the individual protoplasmic units have enclosed themselves separately in walls of cellulose~ You may
regard each cell as an Amreba that has built for itself either a
prison or a palace as best suits your fancy, within the narrow
limits of which it finds abundant scope for the exercise of all
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its wonderful energies. And so of all other organisms; the
individual cells may all be referred to the same type. The
countless multitudes of cells in higher living forms have arisen
by continued proliferation from a single primitive unit; the .
new cells in this case do not become detached as in Amreba,
but retaining a more or less intimate connection each assumes
the particular form and falls into the particular place required
for the building up of the tissues and organs that go to make
a perfect individual like that from which the primitive cell was
derived.
The modification of cells proceeds above Amreba by very
simple stages. Most of our ponds contain myriads of little,
one celled creatures called Diffiugias, and which, as far as organization goes, are just like Amrebce. They· are character
ized by the same absence of structure, the same fluid, protoplasmic body, the same kind of movement, the same in almost
every particular, except that each individual has constructed
for itself a very symmetrical flask-shaped piece of armor and
has done it out of such unpromising materials as minute grains
of sand. The pseudopods that serve as organs of locomotion
and preltension issue from the greatly contracted mouth of
the flask. These organs are usually longer and narrower than
in Amreba, and while in the act of increasing in length, the
material for their extension flows along the part already formed
in a series of very striking and very beautiful waves. It is,
however, in the impulse and the ability to protect itself with a
casing of solid materials which may be gathered and, built up
with some degree of system that Diffiugia becomes interesting,
for herein it manifests the possession of powers that do not
belong to Amreba and so furnishes an example of the very
first beginnings of superior endowments.
But we must pass on rapidly. Our task would never be
done if we undertook to notice all the successive gradations
whereby animals attain a higher and a higher rank. An en-
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tire grand division of animals-the so-called Prot6zoa-is
made up of creatures of whi~h each one represents but a single cell. Our Amcebas and Diffiugias.stand away down near
the foot of this simple group. We must pass over many intermediate forms and notice a few only that, standing at the
other extreme of the Protozoa, present the highest degree of
modification to be met with in single living cells. We put a
few pond weeds in a jar and allow them to undergo partial
decomposition; in a day or two we find the water swarming
with the well known Paramcecium. Here we have an animal
in which the outer pellicle of protoplasm has become dense
enough to maintain a definite and constant shape under ordinary circumstances. Ther.e is no longer any streaming of the
protoplasm anq no pseudopodia are produced. Paramcecium
is provided with very superior locomotive organs in the shape
of cilia that are set in rows all over the body, and the creature, propelled by these self-acting oars, goes sailing about
through the water at considerable speed and with remarkable
grace a?d dignity. On one side, well back toward the middle, there is a permanent opening through the outer pelliclethe mouth-behind which is a short throat but there .is nothing beyond this that could properly be called an alimentary
canal. All the food is taken in at one place, and by feeding
the animal with indigo we may see that this food is not lodged
indifferently in any part of the body but follows rather a very
definite track, and we may reasonably infer that the protoplasm along this particular track is more especially fitted for
the work of digestion than is the unspecialized protoplasm of
Amceba. Paramcccium is a single cell, but it is a very much
modified cell. The structural characters wherein it departs
from the unmodified pr9totype all favor its success and give it
very decided advantages over its simpler brethren. It is no
longer living matter, but it is living matter in which we find
special parts adapted to the accomplishment of special pur-
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poses. As a consequence the functions are performed better
than in Amceba. In the matter of locomotion alone the superiority of Paramcecium is strikingly illustrated. There is an
immense gain in having portions of the protoplasm modified
into cilia that can be relieved from the performance of every
other duty and so allowed to perfect themselves as instruments of movement aad devote their entire energies .to propelling the creature through the water. Then there are cilia
charged with. other duties than locomotion. Some of these
operate chiefly in driving currents· of water bearing food particles toward the mouth, and the importance of having a fixed
mouth to utilize such special apparatus becomes apparent.
Other cilia stand ready to act as prehensile organs and urge
the food into the rudiment of an cesophagus; then behind the
cesophagus we find another specialization in the more or less
perfectly defined digestive tract: Altogether, Paramcecium
presents a wonderful complexity of structure, and yet everything about it is modified directly from protoplasm that has
not yet woven, or been woven in~o, the simplest organic tissue. There are, as yet, no musCles, no nerves, no alimentary
canal in any proper sense, no secretory or excretory glands;
nothing but the specialization and perfection of structure possible in the protopl~sm of a single cell.
As. regards reproduction we find th.a t Paramotcium shares
with other living cells the power of dividing so as to make
two individuals out of one. The first suggestion that this
process is about to take place is a slight departure from the
ordinary shape accompanied by the appearance of a shallow
encircling groove near the middle of the animal. The constriction deepens somewhat rapidly; in a very few hours the
process is complete, the two portions fall apart, and each goes
its own way to feed and grow and perhaps to repeat the act of
self-division.
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In Stentor, another of the Protozoa, we have even better
illustrations than in Paramcecium of the extent and kind of
modifications possible in a single cell. The locomotive apparatus is not scattered over the body but is concentrated near
the anterior end and partly down one side of the animal. The
food-gathering cilia are strong ; they are set in a spiral line
around the head and sweep objects of considerable size into
the great open mouth . Stentor has the habit of assuming the
form of a trumpet, but the expanded end of the trumpet is
closed presenting a broad, round, convex disk, and it is near
the edge of this disk that the mouth is situated. Some grayish looking matter, disposed in an encircling line near the
margin of the disk just at the base of the spirally whirling cilia.
may sometimes be observed. This connects with a series of
similarly colored radiating lines that have their origin near the
m~uth; and Prof. Clark believes that in this gray matter he
has discovered a nervous system in Stentor. • Whether we
accept Prof. Clark's views or not, it is very certain that
Stentor is acutely sensitive, and that sensation resides chiefly
in the disk and bordering cilia. Not only does the creature
respond promptly to the touch of foreign bodies, but in some
cases it even seems to have the power of perceiving their approach before there is actual contact. The contractile power
also displayed by Stentor is something remarkable in a
protozoan. From the rapidity and precision with which it
can change on the slightest provocation from a greatly elongated trumpet to a compact spheroid not more than a fifth of
the previous length we might be led to ask whether the most
perfectly developed muscle has any advantage after all over
mere protoplasm. The power of contraction evidently resides
in a great number of dark longitudinal bands wherewith the
surface of the body is covered. In these bands we have the
phenomenon of portions of matter that are not muscles, yet
*See Mind in Nature. By Prof. H. J. Clark, New York, 1865.
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highly endowed with the characteristic property of muscular
tissue . The smallest muscle, we must rememher, consists o
an indefinite number of peculiarly modified cells, and Stentor
altogether is the morphological equivalent of jus: one cell.
Such a creature cannot possibly have anything like a muscular
system; it can have separate tracts of the body specially
modified, and endowed with some of the properties of
protoplasm to the complete or partial exclusion of all other
properties, and we may regard the dark bands of which we
have spoken as protoplasmic tracts distinguished by having
one property-contractility-exalted above all others and capable of being exercised in remarkable perfection . The idea
that a nervous system is to be found in Stentor or in any of
the low forms to which it is structurally related, requires a
moment's notice. We are ready to admit the possibility of
portions of protoplasm specially endowed with the property of
sensibility or neurility, but a nervous system in any true sense
of the term is just as impossible as a muscular system in a one
celled animal. A service of immense importance. was rendered to biological science when the difference between the true
flesh of higher animals and the so-called sarcode of the lower.
forms was pointed out and fairly established. Forty years,
almost, have passed since this distinctron became known, and
there should now be no need of insisting that biologists must
distinguish between elaborately wrought tissues and tracts of
protoplasm performing the same function.
A near relative of Stentor is Vorticella. It differs chiefly
in the fact that the body is more compact, and the contractile
matter is more concentrated forming a long stalk-like band on
which the so-called head of Vorticella rests. With the same
acuteness of sensibility that we saw in Stentor joined to superior concentraction of energy, it is possible for Vorticella to
respond to any stimulus with greater promptitude and vigor.
Now we dare hardly affirm that in Stentor and Vorticella
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we have found the highest standard of specialization attainable
by animals composed of a single cell; but, so far as observation
has gone, we are justified in presenting them as examples of
the most perfe~t adaptations and highest endowments yet
realized among the . Protozoa. The possibilities of such
adaptations and endowments seem to be small enough when
we r~member that each individual Protozoan consists of a little
microscopic speck of protoplasm or some possible modification
of such a speck. Yet, great as are the apparent restrictions
attending the fact that in each case the material used must not
only be small as to amount, but must always be of exactly the
same kind, the forms among the Protozoa are well nigh endless and they are as sharply defined, one from the other, as
are the genera and species among the higher groups of
animals. Nature never fails to make the most of her opportunities. Differentiation of organic creatures, endowing
them with varying powers and possibilitie~ and adapting them
to occupy all possible positions in the great scheme whereby
life and food supply stand related, is one of the things constantly kept in view; and the humblest receive no less care in
·this respect than the most pretentious.
The fresh-water hydra has some advantages in the matter of
complexity of structure over the simple forms we have been
considering. It consists, not of one cell, but of a multitude of
cells built together in such a way as to form a double ·walled
sack. The cells, however, are but slighly modified and it requires none of the biologist's trained insight into morphological
equivalents to see that hydra is only an aggregation of
Amrebre. Each cell lives almost as independently as if it
were in no way associated with its fellows. The whole community of cells-the oomplex individual thing that we call
hydra-is able to capture and appropriate as food a great
variety of objects that the cells could not manage separately,
and so a very decided advantage is gained by association; but
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there is much reason for believing that, after partial digestion .
_a!ld a more or less complete reduction of the food to a state of
minute subdivision, the cells, acting separately, seize the food
particles and complete the work of digestion and assimilation
as independent organisms. Prof. Allman, in his memorable
address on Protoplasm and Life, referring to some observations
of his own on a marine relative of our hydra, makes the 'vc::ry
significant statement that pseudopodia! processes, similar to
the corresponding processes of an Amreba, are constantly projected from the walls of the alimentary canal i_nto its cavity.
Allman immediately supplements his own observations with
the observations of another biologist who, in a creature organized in much the same si~ple way as hydra, has seen the cells
lining the· alimentary canal acting like independent Amrebre
and ingulfing solid nutriment in their protoplasm. When the
creature was fed with coloring matter the amreboid cells became gorged with the colored particles just as would have
happened in an Amreba when similarly fed.
If a hydra prepared for examination be crushed by pressure
on the cover glass, the cohesion between the structural units
seems first to be overcome and large numbers of perfect cells
lie scattered over the field of the microscope. Nothing can
be more interesting or more significant than to find, as we
always' do, that quite a proportion of these cells, the moment
they are set free, take up the burden of their life on their own
account and go creeping about with the extended pseudopods
and peculiar flowing motion that characterize the independent Amreba. I doubt not that if we could overcome the
opacity of the body wall in our little hydra we would find
in the cells lining the alimentary cavity the same unmistakable
evidence of independent life that Prof. Allman found in the
instance already cited. I believe also that the individual cells
are not entirely dependent on the food captured by the arms
of the hydra and thrust into the digestive sack. There are
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many reasons for believing that they go foraging on their own
account and absorb and assimilate nutritive matter that has
not been through the common digestive mill at all. This view
receives support from the well known experiments of Trembley,
-experiments that some of you perhaps have repeated. You
remember how he tortured the poor.hydras for the purpose of
ascertaining the effect of different operations. Among other
things he cut them into slices crosswise and slit them into
strips lengthwise, and in place of killing them as one might
reasonably suppose, he only multiplied them; for each piece
immediately set to work and developed into a perfect hydra.
These results were a matter of very great surprise a hundred
years ago, and when we think about them a little they are a
matter of surprise still. We must think about them more than
a little; we must think far enough to realize that every individual cell, so long as its integrity is not impaired, is virtually
an Amreba capable' of carrying on all vital ·functions even to
the capture and assimilation of .suitable food. Cells when
properly nourished give birth to new cells, and the new cells
in this particular case are always arranged, as if under some
intelligent direction, in such a way as ~o build up the missing
parts of the hydra. Now it must be apparent that neither
digestive sack nor prehensile arms are concerned in these
restorative processes. The cells of the mutilated parts are the
units that do it all, and they do no more than they are functionally capable of doing under ordinary cil'curustanccs. Under
certain conditions a perfect hydra might live and thrive for
any length of time without calling its special fishing or digestive apparatus into exercise at all. The individual cells,
acting as independent units, are fully qualified to take upon
themselves the important work of providing and preparing all
needed nutriment, provided the nutriment be present in
available shape and sufficient quantity in the surrounding
medium. Patients have been immersed in baths of nutritious
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fluids in the hope of sustaining the failing energies and
lengthening out the thread of life after the digestive organs
have refused to perform their accustomed duties, but it is
doubtful whether the desired results were attained or not. If
the experiments were to be made upon creatures in which
there is no greater modification of morphological elements than
we find in hydra, there could be no question as to its success.
Very important differences seem to depend on the character
of the material contained within the cells. For example, two
species of hydra are common everywhere. One is light brown
and called Hydra fusca; the other is a rich green and known
as Hydra viridis. Now the peculiar color of Hydra viridis,
as has long been known, is due to the presence of chlorophyl
bodies embedded in the protoplasm of the cells. Chlorophyl
seems to be living matter; it must be regarded as modified
protoplasm; it is the substance to whose presence in the cells
of plants we are indebted for the green color that is so conspicuous a feature of all higher vegetation. It is to chlorophyl
that plants owe their ability to decompose carbon dioxide
and other inorganic compounds from which they derive the
raw material required in the manufacture of living tissues.
Chlorophyl plays a most important part in the process of elevating portions of the mineral kingdom to a plane in which
they are fitted to participate in the wonderful possibilities and
activities of life. Chlorophyl in the cells of the green hydra ·
gives it some striking advantages over its brown relative ~nd
at the same time presents us with the very interesting and
somewhat anomalous case of an animal equipped for the manufacture of food out of inorganic matter. We often have
occasion to keep specimens of hydra in small tanks in our
biological laboratory. It is not always convenient to keep
up the food supply or maintain strictly the normal conditions
as to water and temperature . The brown hydra bears this
artificial sort of life only for a few days; but the limit of the
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green hydra's endurance in this respect has not yet been ascer·
tained. In October last we put some two or three hundred
hydras in a glass tank that contained a thrifty specimen of
Chara. The water of the tank had been obtained from a cistern and was destitute ofthe larval worms and small crustacea
that constitute the ordinary food o'f hydra. For a few days
the relatively larger bodies and long, graceful, waving arms
of the brown specimens were conspicuous on holding the tank
up to the light; but very soon they all disappeared while their
green rivals continued to flourish and are still flourishing
unless some accident has overtaken them since I left home. •
This marked difference in the two species is manifestly due to
the fact that the cells of the green hydra,-like the cells of the
green Chara in the same tank,-are able to elaborate living
matter from the water and dissolved gases with which they
are surrounded and so can exhibit, when occasion compels it,
an extraordinary degree of independence of food captured in
the ordinary way and digested in the body cavity.
If we may trust ourselves to the guidance of the embryologists, and leave out of account for the time being the cases
of individuals produced by fission or division of the parent,
we will have to admit that every animal irrespective of its
rank,-and normally every plant too, for that matter,-is
first of all a single cell differing but little in structure and
appearance from an Amreba. And it is a fact of no little si~
nificance that this primitive cell or egg, in a great many
instances, acts precisely like an Amreba, undergoing changes
*When this paper was read, (Jan. 13th, 1881) the green hydras bad
been in captivity nearly three months. During the -following Febru·
ary the tank supplied specimens to illustrate the appearance and struc·
ture of hydra to the regular class in Zoology at the State University.
There still remain a number of specimens, some of which will be ex·
perimented upon by the members of our Saturday morning class in
Biology on the 12th of March next. The fate of the remainder cannot
be predicted o.t this writing.
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of shape and wandering about by means of the characteristic
pseudopodia! processes. Furthermore, in the development
of all animals above the Protozoa, there comes a stage in
which the embryo is essentially like the hydra already described, for it consists of a series of but slightly modified cells
built together so as to form a double-walled sack. Now it is
out of such primitive, independent, amceba-like cells that the
tissues of higher animals, with all their diversified characteristics and powers and functions are finally differentiated.
We have seen that simple protoplasm is capable of carrying·
on all vital processes. In the higher animals these processes
are divided up and assigned separately to different groups of
cells. One group, for example, weaves muscular tissue and
controls the principal movements due to contractility of living
matter. In the complex community of cells that we are accustomed to call the individual animal, those cells that form
muscular tissue have one thing to do, they have to perform
one function of protoplasm, and are relieved from the performance of all other duties. Another group produces a tissue having sensibility or neurility as its special endowment,
and we have a nervous system with all its wonderful powers
and incomprehensible activities. Still another group is specially charged with the duty of preparing fluids needed in the
process of digestion. Other duties are imposed on other
groups; and so it is that in securing a perfect division of labor
the cells, that in their primitive state are similar and indepenent units, become different and mutually. dependent. The
.same cell is no longer capable of performing all functions;
each assumes a part only of the business of life; each surrenders its individuality, that the existence of the complexly
organized animal-an individual of a higher order than the
cell-may become a possibility.
It must be remembered that the subordination of the life of
cells to the life of the higher individual is true chiefly of those
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cells that enter into the composition of definitely characterized
tissues. A drop of blood from the clam or snail affordc; numerous specks of unmodified protoplasm that are, to all intents and purposes, Amrebre. They have the same composition, the same peculiar indepen<;lent movement, the same
method of engulfing solid particles, and they are similarly affected by the same reagents. They are, in fact, independent,
individual things performing some function in the blood or
held as reserves from which any of the tissues may draw materials wherewith to enlarge their dimensions or repair their
waste. The blood corpuscles of the crayfish are similar specks
of indifferent protoplasm that wander about over the field of the
microscope and illustrate in the most forcible manner the significant fact that even in animals of a higli degree of complexity
there are living cells that have not surrendered their individuality. If a drop of blood b.e taken from the frog, we find in
it two kinds of cells; the red corpuscles, of well known shape
and character, are forms modified and adapted to the performance of a special function; the white corpuscles, on the other
hand, are amceboid speck~ of living matter that creep about and
feed and grow like independent organisms. Even within the
blood vessels, as may be seen by· watching the circulation in
the transparent tissues of the animal, the white corpuscles behave very differently from the red. They assert their independence by refusing to be swept along passively with the
current; they prefer rather to linger and dally along and spend
most of the time .clinging to the sides of the vessel. If inflammation be induced in the part under observation, the
white corpuscles are seen to migrate through the walls of the
capillaries and wander about among the adjacent tissues.
Just what end is served by this strange movement we will let
the physiologists tell. It answers our present purpose simply
to note the fact as an illustration of independent activity
among living cells. Finally, I take a drop of blood from my
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finger-or, if you please, I will take it from your fingerand among the multitude of cells revealed by tht! microscope I can show you here and there some little specks of
granular protoplasm-the so-called white blood corpuscles,
that act precisely like all other free specks of living matter.
They glide about among the rolls and chains of red corpuscles;
they assume all possible shapes; they swallow solid particles
of various kinds; according to Prof. Holman they even capture and engulf their red associates. Since the blood was
taken from your finger I am justified in saying that even in
the highest known organisms there are multitudes of living
cells that habitually live lives of perfect freedom and independence.
Such are some of ·the facts that the biologist encounters in
his studies of cell life. No theory is needed for their interpretation. They tell their own story, as far as it can be told,
concerning the relation of life to structure. One thing is
plain, the simple looking, homogeneous fluid that has been
called protoplasm is an essential condition of life. When we
find such a bit of matter manifesting the power of contracting
and extending itself, we say that contractility is a property of
protoplasm; similarly we are led to affirm that sensibility is a
property of protoplasm~ in short, all vital processes and manifestations are, each and separately, properties of protoplasm.
Since life, as we know it, is simply the sum of all vital phenomena, we are prepared to accept the statement of Prof~
Allman that Life is a property of protoplasm. When, however, this has been said, we have not advanced one step toward lifting the veil that has always concealed the mystery of
life. Its union with matter and its wonderful activities are
just as incomprehensible as ever. Moreover the force, the intelligence if you please, that dooms the Amreba to the simple
life of a single cell and guides another cell that cannot be distinguished from the Amreba in building up a complex organ-
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ism with powers to comprehend nature and anticipate something above and beyond it all, weaving muscles and nerves and
bone and brain, each in its proper . place and of proper proportions--this is something that the microscope does not reveal and calling it the law of luredity does not explain.

JOSEPH PRIESTLEY.
BY PROF. JAMES A. DODGE, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA.

Our text-books of chemistry-even the briefest of theminform us that oxygen gas was discovered in 1774, by Dr.
Joseph Priestley. In 1874 the centcmtt"al of oxygm, if I may
so term it, was celebrated. Commemorative meetings in
honor of Priestley were held by scientific societies and by oth- •
ers, both in this country and in England. Addresses were
delivered and articles published on the life and works of that
remarkable man. It is, therefore, no. new theme on which I
have the honor of speaking before you. Nor can I profess to
bring forward new facts relating to the subject. But one for
whom the pursuit and the presentation of the phenomena of
experimental chemistry have a strong and-to. speak for myself-a well nigh fascinati~g interest, and one whose attention is
given to the scarcely less fascinating history of the development of chemical philosophy, such an one finds in the practical discoveries and theoretical views of Priestley a sub}ect
that seems always as good as new. My purpose, accordingly,
is to review, in as concise and plain a manner as I may be
able, with the help of some experimental illustrations, the
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